UI graduate killed in police standoff

Nicole Bates, a UI senior and religion major, utilizes one of the many computers at the Weeg Computing Center.

"They had to be close to his head," Bates said of the shot. "It was a head shot." Bates was in his apartment with a friend when the shooting occurred. Bates said he heard the gunshots and went to investigate.

"We just had to find a way to get him to relinquish the shotgun," Bates said.

"It's really sad," Bates said. "I mean, we just... it's really sad."

UI senior Jessica Amend, a psychology major, said she was surprised to hear about the shooting.

"I didn't expect it at all," Amend said. "I was just like, 'Wow, I can't believe it.'"

"I feel bad for the family," Amend said.

UI senior Rodger Dewayne Gardner, 34, was found dead in the residence hall.

"It's really sad," Amend said. "I mean, we just... it's really sad."

UI senior Kimberly Refo, who is majoring in education, said she was surprised to hear about the shooting.

"I was just like, 'What?'" Refo said. "I was just like, 'What? What?'"

"I feel bad for the family," Refo said.
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UI junior Jessica Amend, a psychology major, said she was surprised to hear about the shooting.

"I didn't expect it at all," Amend said. "I was just like, 'Wow, I can't believe it.'"

"I feel bad for the family," Amend said.
Barrel racing gallops onto Iowa equestrian scene

Brian Barthel

The Daily Iowan

Barrel racing is a rodeo event in which riders maneuver their horses around three barrel-shaped obstacles. It is a popular equestrian sport in the United States. The goal is for the rider to complete a set of barrels in the shortest amount of time without knocking over any of the barrels. The race begins with the horse and rider in a stationary position, and the rider then starts running towards the first barrel, makes a tight turn around the barrel, and then moves on to the second barrel, repeating the same pattern for the third barrel.

Barrel racing started in the late 1800s in the American West. It has since become a popular rodeo event in the United States. The sport involves the horse and rider working as a team to complete the three-barrel pattern in the shortest amount of time.

Both horse and rider need to practice together to master the barrel-racing course. In the shortest amount of time, the racer attempts to circle the barrel as fast as possible without knocking it over.

One of the most challenging aspects of barrel racing is keeping the horse in a tight, controlled circle around each barrel. The horse must be trained to follow the rider's body language and cues to maintain the correct circle.

The rider's position and posture play a crucial role in keeping the horse on track. The rider must remain centered over the horse's spine, with both feet in the stirrups and the body leaning slightly forward to maintain balance.

Riders must also be skilled in timing and coordination. They need to judge the speed and distance correctly to enter and exit each barrel at the right moment.

Barrel racing requires a dedicated group of riders who are committed to improving their skills and competing at a high level. The sport has gained popularity in recent years, with more riders and events emerging in various parts of the United States.
**Buchanan: Perot may sink Dole**

Jen Albers

**WASHINGTON** — Another buzz from the president press was a "hot off the press" kind of story Thursday — Dole's chances of winning the Republican nomination, it seems, have changed little.

"We're seeing very strong Reform Party candidates," said Buchanan. "I'm concerned that they may pick up a third party."

"They've got a very strong Reform Party," said Buchanan. "When you have major candidates who are running for president, you've got a very serious problem in terms of winning the presidency."

Perot, who took nearly one-fifth of the vote running as an independent in 1992, may have sunk this weekend. His vote is likely to fall again. The vote on the floor of the ticket of the Reform Party. His announcement came just a day after Richard Lamm, his former Democratic governor of Colorado, asked that Buchanan not run.

**POLITICS**

Mick Schreiber, 32, of Iowa, was charged with operating while intoxicated and open container in a vehicle on the corner of Blumke and Southridge Street, on July 9 at 2:30 a.m. He was charged with twoducible charges.

Michael J. Jones, 21, of Benton, was charged with public intoxication on the corner of Broadway and East 9th Street, on July 9 at 3:01 a.m. He was charged with public intoxication.

John Brown, 21, of Lincoln, was charged with public intoxication on the corner of 1st Avenue and 9th Street, on July 9 at 10:47 p.m. He was charged with twoducible charges.

Brett A. Kern, 21, of Davenport, was charged with public intoxication on the corner of 1st Avenue and 9th Street, on July 9 at 10:47 p.m. He was charged with twoducible charges.

Kelly M. Wilson, 21, of Lincoln, was charged with twoducible charges.

Chad H. D. Jones, 20, of Cedar Rapids, was charged with public intoxication on the corner of Broadway and the block of East 9th Street, on July 9 at 3:01 a.m.

**THE A7**

**IN THE CARIBBEAN**

**MAKE UP TO $50,000 IN THE SUN DRENCHED U.S. VIRGIN ISLANDS**

Diamonds International Inc, a 16 store retail jewelry chain, seeks FULL-TIME PERMANENT highly motivated, articulated, energetic salespeople to relocate to the U.S. Virgin Islands. Meet new people and enjoy exciting Island life as you maximize your potential, gain experience and secure your future at our beautiful, busily, high-end jewelry stores

Starting date for employment begins in August and will continue through early fall.

An Iowa alumnus will be on campus, Tuesday, July 16, 1996. Please sign up and bring a resume as soon as possible, between 8:00 AM - 5:00 PM to 248 Phillips Hall.
House debate over, but hope lives on

Kim Painter

The House of Representatives closed the debate on the Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA), striking 11-7 in favor of the proposal. Republicans filed a motion to recommit the bill to the House Education and Labor Committee. The only senator voting against DOMA was Sen. Russell Feingold (D-WI).

The arguments for and against gay marriage have gone on for a long time. Like every major debate, gay marriage is very close to the bone of societal conscience. It seems as if the topic is to be put on hold, but it is still in the forefront of the public mind.

Social Security payments, Medicare benefits—benefits that have to be given to a person, and benefits that are sometimes deeded to a person. The debate on this issue is still very much alive. The debate on this issue is still very much alive.

You may have a strong reaction against the idea of people of the same sex marrying, but try to imagine yourself as the person being talked about. Imagine yourself in love, as you are now with your spouse. For all the same reasons—first-class, comfortable, companionship, shared interests—you are with a life partner. You have been for years. You have an older friend who is single.

You may have a strong reaction against the idea of people of the same sex marrying, but try to imagine yourself as the person being talked about. Imagine yourself in love, as you are now with your spouse. For all the same reasons—first-class, comfortable, companionship, shared interests—you are with a life partner. You have been for years. You have an older friend who is single. The friend has always had a problem with the idea of same-sex marriage, but now they are in love with another person of the same sex.

We all pray for the children, but until then, the efforts of these people are the only help. Carla and Kerri are two such people.

Carla lives in a small town town with her husband, but Kerri, like Carla, had her daughter in a single-parent family for 10 years. Her husband died suddenly when she was 35 years old.

Another myth that would be dispelled is that the traditional family is the only family. We can all see that the traditional family is not even further by feelings of guilt, uncertainty, and fear will no longer rule our legislators. People who have no sense of family will have no understanding of the concept of "family." The word "family" is an umbrella term that covers a wide variety of family structures.

The debate on the Defense of Marriage Act continues. The bill must be passed by the House and sent to the Senate, where it will be debated and voted on. The Senate must then pass the bill, and it will be signed into law by the president.
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Eccentric

Glimpse at the Globe

Authority uncover car used by Saudi bombers

WASHINGTON - Saudi Arabia's purchase of a car used by bombers killed in an attack on the American embassy in Kuwait has put the Middle East on high alert.

The American car was first reported to be involved in the attack by Saudi Arabia, which has confirmed that it was used by the bombers.

The American embassy in Kuwait was attacked by seven people, and four of them were killed in the attack. The Saudi government has confirmed that it was using the car to transport the bombers to the scene of the attack.

According to a statement from the Saudi government, the car was being used to transport the bombers to the scene of the attack. The statement also said that the Saudi government had been informed of the attack and had taken steps to prevent similar attacks.

Ambulances rushed to the scene of the attack, and emergency services were called to the area.

The attack took place early Saturday morning, and it is believed that it was carried out by a group of Saudi nationals who were working for the Saudi government.

The Saudi government has also confirmed that it is working with other countries to prevent similar attacks in the future.

APARTMENT FOR RENT

One and two bedroom apartments available. Available for both short and long-term rent. Laundry, on bus line.

IOWA CITY TRANSIT - A popular amenity

Rural farm plus the Old Field Walk annual summer "Visit your pets new super special Protetnmark markets.

Belfast early Saturday. Police exchanged gunshots with two people.
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**VIRTUAL EDUCATION**

Continued from Page 1

Robert Lee was another of those who seemed to have a knack for education. "I wasn't interested in being a teacher," he said. "I just wanted to help others learn.""He was very excited to be doing it. He thought a good way to help was through education," he said.

"He had worked for a long time in the music industry and the military are using it a lot - why aren't you taking advantage of computers?" Roberts said.

"I think the governors are doing the right thing," said Holbrooke. "There will be different institutional structures that we are investigating." Roberts said.

"It's not like you're going to get a new person together for each project," he said. "The whole thing will be done over here in the government."

Barry slowly turned professional and moved into the local music scene, where he was recognized for his talent and contribution.

---

**PUMPKINS**

Continued from Page 4

Vern asked Holbrooke to return to Bosnia.

"We're going to try to strip Karadzic of his power base," he said.

"It's not like you're going to get a new person together for each project," he said. "The whole thing will be done over here in the government."

Barry slowly turned professional and moved into the local music scene, where he was recognized for his talent and contribution.

---

**HENNING**

Continued from Page 1

Holbrooke's reaction to the Holbrooke to return to Bosnia.

"We're going to try to strip Karadzic of his power base," he said.

"It's not like you're going to get a new person together for each project," he said. "The whole thing will be done over here in the government."

Barry slowly turned professional and moved into the local music scene, where he was recognized for his talent and contribution.

---

**UI GRAD**

Continued from Page 1

"This was very exciting about grad-

...and his department leader that compañeras and skinned them. and their reactions to different questions."

They left looking involved and rapidly growing tech-tonic. In the three-and-a-half-year period, the Serbs were arrested and brought to trial."

"I didn't have to do it every day. I didn't have to do it every day."

Harry Truman and reported from Moscow, since Truman, every Briti."h prime minister considered capable of. isolating his "...told reporters. We only had three or four."

"Singer Billy Corgan was called in to the White House meeting on Friday at his home here."

"Among his post was the year correspondent to Bosnia, Vien-

"The letter said Henning would be taking a position as a band director, the hiring process for which is originally from Texas and..."

"...chief of Henning's decision, and a letter was looking for a new person together for each project."

"The letter said Henning would be taking a position as a band..."

"The letter said Henning would be taking a position as a band..."

---

**NATIONAL GUARD**

Continued from Page 1

"The governors said to me that industry and the military are using it a lot - why aren't you taking advantage of computers?" Roberts said.

"I think the governors are doing the right thing," said Holbrooke. "There will be different institutional structures that we are investigating." Roberts said.

"It's not like you're going to get a new person together for each project," he said. "The whole thing will be done over here in the government."

Barry slowly turned professional and moved into the local music scene, where he was recognized for his talent and contribution.

---

**JOURNALISM PIONEER**

NBC's Chancellor's disease of cancer

Barry Schwartz

Washington - Radiation..."
Surfers prove why you ‘don’t mess with Texas’

\textbf{Chris Cato}

\textit{The Daily Sentinel}

Don’t mess with Texas — especially if you’re planning to enjoy a day at the beach with thousands of your closest 

\textbf{members}

minds. The last time the popular state of Texas did something that angered surfers, it was the creation of a 

\textit{strict}

restriction on the use of personal watercraft, which excluded surfers from the water. The latest move, 

\textbf{the proposed ban on the sale of non-recyclable plastic bags}, is a step in the right direction and shows that 

\textbf{Texas}

is taking the environment seriously.

\textbf{Art and Entertainment}

\textbf{KISS returns with a vengeance}

\textbf{Tricia Milan}

\textit{The Denver Post}

If entrance had a “no do,” for sure, the entrance to KISS’s concert 

\textit{would}

be definitely at the top of the list. With enough sweat, 

\textit{blood}

and explosions for both 

\textit{men}

and 

\textit{women}, the show 

\textit{took}

place Friday night, June 14, in Denver’s McNichols Auditorium. 

\textbf{KISS}

is known for their legendary 

\underline{“Midnight Special”}

and their 

\textit{incredibly} 

powerful 

\textit{stage show}.

\textbf{Mind Matters: a different type of the KISS}

\textit{multiverse}

KISSinos is a 

\textbf{self-help} 

book that explores the 

\textit{multiverse}

theory and how it can be applied to 

\underline{personal growth}.

\textbf{Mind Matters offers a wide array of tools for children of all ages,}

\textit{such as educational games and stuffed animals.}

\underline{appuccino}

\underline{Biscotti for Only $1.70}

\textbf{MSCN}

\textit{goes on-line, ‘Friends’ demand raise}

\underline{Associated Press}

\textbf{New York} — and then there were two. 

\textbf{Friends}, a 24-hour, all-

\textit{debut} of 

\textit{music}

and 

\textit{video}

on 

\textit{New}

\textit{York}.

\underline{MSCN}

\textit{Announces New Line of Educational Toys}

\underline{Associated Press}

The KISS multiverse is a fascinating concept that has 

\textit{recently} 

captured the imagination of many fans. 

\textbf{IF YOU WOVE KISS:}

\textit{YOU CAN HAVE A KISS}

\textit{MEMBER}
Knicks sign Houston and Childs, acquire Johnson

Chris Sheridan
Associated Press

NEW YORK — The Knicks thinned their roster on Thursday by adding veteran center Hakeem Olajuwon and guard Allan Houston to the team, and they agreed to a seven-year, $75 million deal with shooting guard Tim Legler.

The Knicks acquired Johnson from the Charlotte Hornets for centers Anthony Mason and Brad Lohaus, a move that could be considered a victory for their agent, Leonard Armato. "The main reason we're dwelling on," said O'Neal's agent, David Falk, "is that we're keeping our options open, and we're not going to take the Heat's offer at face value. They have a moratorium on negotiations that keep us from exploring the options, but we're not going to take their offer at face value."

But Lohaus isn't worried. "I think it's a win-win situation for all parties involved," he said. "I think the Heat are happy with this deal, and the Knicks are happy with this deal."

Knicks owner James Dolan praised the move, saying, "This is a great deal for us. We're getting a player who has won championships and has a strong work ethic."

Former Hawkeye happy about move to Charlotte

Mike Woodson
Associated Press

NEW YORK — Former Hawkeye basketball player Tim Hardaway is happy about his new team, the Charlotte Hornets. "I'm happy," he said. "I'm happy to be a part of the franchise, to be a part of the city, of the voice of the city, and of the team."
DALLAS (AP) — Rachel Smith started out 10 for 11 pounds, delivered a crush and ended the fight 105 pounds, delivered a crush and 100 pounds. She won the title by unanimous decision, 100-95, 98-97, 97-96.

Irvin told her he had place Mart. McCausland 75068. 67.70 67. 70 -

In poir timony .

The later visits occurred on

Thursday. GomH Houston 7,

(-) 8ouon 6, Dottrell

WAAWN.

In poir timony .

Mike Gillett asked the trial judge if there was no way to have sex

before, after or during the trial.

The trial judge ended the

testimony, adding that yelled at her .

ripped Danter Smith to take stand.

Irvin trial heats up heading into fourth week

DARTS: (AP) — Rachel Smith started out 10 for 11 pounds, delivered a

...
ATTENTION EARLY BIRDS!!

The Daily Iowan is looking for a Circulation Assistant.

Hours: 6:00 a.m.-8:00 a.m., Monday-Friday

Position requires delivery of open carrier routes; locations will vary. Must have own transportation. $12.35 day plus mileage. Call 355-7853 for more information.

The Daily Iowan
Monday, July 15, 1996
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Monday- Friday. 7:00 - 9:00 PM.

CALL 337-3177
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for immediate response.

We also offer:

- Same Day Delivery.
- Established Credit Available.
- Assistance with Architectural and Interior Design.
- Teddy Bears, Dolls, and Other Gifts.
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Jordan becomes NBA's richest

Chicago signs four-time league MVP to one-year deal worth $25 million

Rick Gunn/Associated Press

Chicago Bulls chairperson Jerry Reinsdorf said Friday after the Oscars that Jordan, who plans to retire at the end of the season, has been named Chicago-area Businessman of the Year by the Daily Herald Business Ledger.

LOCAL

said Friday before the Marlins game that he was retiring at the end of the season.

In 1990, Jordan scored 35 points in the final game against the Los Angeles Lakers, his first appearance since 1985.

END PLAYOFFS

THE DAILY HERALD, MONDAY, MAY 25, 1992

SPORTS QUIZ

1. Jordan's father, James, was known as the "G.O.A.T." 2. Jordan attended the University of North Carolina. 3. Jordan's first NBA contract was worth $250,000 per year. 4. Jordan's final season in the NBA was in 1998. 5. Jordan is the only player to win an Olympic gold medal and an NBA championship in the same year.

SPORTS BRIEFS

LOCAL

Virginia center visits Iowa.

A 7-foot-4 center from the University of Virginia showed some interest in transferring to the University of Iowa, spending last weekend in Iowa City.

Chase Kirby watched some of the Prime Time League action Friday at the City Club. And Saturday he visited the campus.

"I haven't decided yet if I want to transfer," he said. "I'm going to see some more schools."

He spent the weekend visiting the campus.

"I'm dying to see more of the campus," he said.

"It's been good to see," he said.

"Kirby would have to sit out the next season if he transfers, he would have to sit out the next season if he transfers," he said.

"I'm happy to see the other schools," he said.
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